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Comments: I have recently reviewed the released Nez Perce-Clearwater Forest Plan Revision Draft

Environmental Impact Statement and Draft Revised Forest Plan. None of the alternatives presented reflect the

management I would like to see implemented for the Hoodoo Roadless Area. Please accept these comments

into the formal record. 

 

 

 

Spent time in this area, one of the few wild country left in the lower 48. With thousands of miles of areas already

open to motorized equipment this would be a terrible shame for anyone and the generations to come to enjoy this

beautiful wild country. Please keep it un motorized thank you 

 

 

 

already mentioned, I have traveled extensively on horse back and foot 

 

 

 

please consider all acres in this roadless area for wilderness classification 

 

 

 

winter motorized access is not a part of a true wilderness area and harassment of wintering wildlife should be off

limits to this type of recreation, weather it is mountain goats or deer or any other animal in a wilderness, they

need what few acres we have left for them in the lower 48, maybe 2%?? 

 

 

 

Kelly Creek had wolves years before the introduction, I and friends saw first hand their tracks and leavings. Some

of the few Wolverines I have ever seen, one was watched through our spotting scope while looking for spring

bears. Keep it wild! 

 

 

 

Anywhere we still have a primitive area should hold deer to our generations to follow. With modern technology

we are running out of time to keep these places left for future generations which makes America so great! 

 

 

 

I appreciate your effort to confront all user groups and to ask for an open conversation among est users as they

know best what this country holds for all of us in the future, Thank you for having an open planning effort


